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Entry Fees and Rosters:  
 
All entry fees MUST be paid in full by the start of team’s third game. Failure to do so will result in team being 
removed from the league. Partial fees that have been paid will not be returned for any reason. 
 
Rosters are due by the start of team’s third game. Players must have played two regular season games in 
order to be eligible for playoffs. Going forward, any team that stacks it’s roster of players that have not 
participated in at least two regular season games or were not on the team’s roster that was turned in, will be 
removed from the league. 

Official’s Authority:   
 
An official assumes authority 5 minutes prior to the scheduled game time, and until they have left the field. 
The officials have the authority to rule on any situation not specifically covered in the rules. His decision is 
final, unless ruled otherwise by the Director. The official has the right to eject players or have them sit out of 
part or all of the game. Fans, coaches, and spectators are a part of a team and any fouls they commit will go 
against their team. 
 

  All players and coaches should know R.F.L. Flag Football rules in their entirety and to their full extent. Please be    
  advised that while other leagues may have similar rules to R.F.L. Flag football, you MUST become familiar with the  
  details of our rules. Our rules are in place to ensure all teams of varying skill levels and experience can compete at  
  the same level.    
 
  These rules are strongly enforced, and any violations will be subject to disciplinary action of individual player  
  and/or team. 

Game Standards:   
 

 Footballs must be of legal size. No rubber or junior size balls allowed – 5 yard delay of game penalty 
 Earrings are permitted 
 Necklaces must remain tucked in to the players best ability  
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 No sharp objects, piercings, rings, or other jewelry are permitted to be exposed. 
 Hats with bills must be turned backwards to prevent injury. 
 Make sure your flag belts are not the same color as your shorts or pants. Keep shirts tucked in to prevent 

covering up the flags. A warning will be given at the start of a game – teams will receive a 5 yard penalty 
thereafter. 

 Taunting other players on the field will result in a 15 yard penalty. 
 Spiking of ball out of anger or teammates failure to catch or possess a ball will result in a 15 yard penalty. 

However, spiking the ball to kill the clock or after scoring is legal and no foul will be called.  
 When pulling the flag off a ball carrier, player may either drop the flag at the spot of pulling, or as a courtesy, 

hand back to the player. Failure to do so will result in a 15 yard unsportsmanlike penalty.    
 It is the team’s responsibility to provide their own flags, kicking tees and footballs for play. Failure to provide 

these items will result in a five yard delay of game penalty. 
 It is the team’s responsibility to inform the ref on that sideline that the area is litter free. When the game is 

over, team must get the approval from the official that the sideline has been cleared of all litter prior to team 
leaving that area. Failure to do so will result in team receiving a fine. 

 Any and all lost equipment is the responsibility of the team. 
 No yelling sideline to sideline. No warnings – a 15-yard unsportsmanlike penalty will be assessed. Any player 

achieving two unsportsmanlike penalties will automatically be ejected from the game with a $35 fine to either 
the player or the team. 

 No trash talking or threatening opposing players on the field or sideline to sideline. A 15-yard unsportsmanlike 
penalty will be assessed without warning, or the game will be terminated. 

 Defensive players calling out cadences such as “hut”, “hike”, “go”, using whistles other than the ref, or 
counting down time remaining, either with or without the officials count is forbidden. In addition, distracting 
other team’s by shouting comments such as “you’re offside”, “your shoes are untied”, or “your flag belt is off” 
when starting a play will not be tolerated.  Failure to follow this standard will result in-yard delay of game, or a 
15-yard unsportsmanlike penalty – ref’s discretion.  

 Teams are permitted 8 players on the field on any given down. Players that are not participating in that down 
must be off the field at all times or a 5-yard illegal participation penalty will be assessed (unless timeout is 
called). 

 Any player that trips another player will be given a 15 yard unsportsmanlike penalty, and will automatically be 
ejected from the game regardless of time remaining.  

 On a non-timeout, if a 9th person is in the huddle and leaves the field of play without calling a timeout to stop 
the play before it gets called, a 5-yard illegal participation penalty will be assessed. 

 4 Captains and one alternate Captain are permitted per team. 
 Consumption of alcohol or illegal substances is not permitted on or around the field at ANY time. 
 Play at your own risk, please always use better judgment to avoid harming others. Each player must sign their 

teams release form in order to participate in any R.F.L. Flag Football event. 
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 If a player is out of control, to the best of the team’s ability, please ask them to leave the site or the 
authorities will be called without prior warning. 

 All players on the field must begin a play with their flag on, or 15-yard unsportsmanlike penalty will be 
assessed. If defensive player does not begin a play with their flag on at the end of the 2nd or 4th quarter, 1 
untimed down will be given to the offensive team even if the team has left the field of play. 

 All players must begin a play at least 5 yards from the sideline in order to constitute a legal formation.  If a 
player is considered closer than 5 yards, a 5 yard penalty for a false start will be administered, even if a score 
happens. 

 It is the players’ responsibility to ask the refs as a courtesy to help align them for a legal formation. It is not the 
responsibility of the ref to constantly align team’s players. Simply raise your hand towards the ref to 
acknowledge a line check. Failure to do so with a player lining up offside’s will result in a 5 yard illegal 
formation if called by the refs. 

 During regular season play, each team will receive 3 time outs per each half and 1 per each overtime session. 
During tournament play, each team will receive 1 time out per half and 1 per each overtime session. 

 The half or the game can end on an offensive penalty. However, a defensive penalty play continues.  
 Any player whose flag has been ruled illegal or rigged during game play will be ejected from the game 

immediately regardless of time, or shortness of players at the ref’s discretion. Flags may not be altered. Larger 
players, please consult with refs before tying flags together. If a flag rips and only 2 flags remain, that player 
will be ineligible to continue playing game until flag is changed. 

 Defensive players may body up on ball carriers as long as an attempt to pull the flag is done at the same time. 
Ball carrier cannot lower shoulder in an attempt to advance the ball. Defensive players must pull a ball carriers 
flag as opposed to shoving or pushing out of bounds regardless whether the incident was intentional or not. A 
15-yard unsportsmanlike penalty will be assessed without prior warning for violation of this standard. If you 
push or make incidental contact with a ball carrier out of bounds, an in the air catch will be awarded. 

 The game is divided into 2 halves. Regular season play – 2 twenty minute halves; tournament play – 2 twelve 
minute halves. 

 In regular season play, each half consists of a 20 minute continuously running clock in which time will run off 
on change of possessions, incomplete passes’, play’s ending out of bounds until two minutes has been 
reached in the 1st and 2nd half. In tournament play, time will run off on change of possessions, incomplete 
passes, and play’s ending out of bounds until one minute has been reached in the 1st and 2nd half.  

 At half time, teams will automatically switch directions – no exceptions! 
 Time out’s called prior to two minutes left in the first and second half in regular season play will be 15 seconds 

long with the clock stopped. Once two minutes has been reached, a full 25 second time out can be applied. 
Time out’s called prior to two minutes left in the first and second half in tournament play will be 15 seconds 
long with the clock stopped. Once one minute has been reached, a full 25 second time out can be applied. 

 Joint possession always goes to the offense. 
  When a ball carriers belt has been broken apart as a result of a defenders efforts, the ball carrier is down 

upon the discretion of the referee. If the belt is broken apart, even if still hanging on the ball carrier’s waist, as 
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a result of the defender’s efforts, the ball carrier will be blown down upon the discretion of the referee. All 
ball carriers that score on questionable plays must hold the ball and their hands up in the air for the official to 
determine whether the flag belt was broken as an effort of the defensive player, if it simply came off as a 
result of the ball carrier, or whether the flag belt has been altered in any way. If ball carrier does not raise his 
hands or if he touches his belt in an effort to cover up a rigged flag, team will receive a 15 yard 
unsportsmanlike penalty. Teams will not receive any prior warnings. 

 When else is a ball carrier down? When his flag is pulled completely off, the ball in his possession touches the 
ground, or goes out of bounds, or when defense places two hands on player when on the ground. Ball carriers 
can get back up and advance the ball if the ball carrier is not considered down.  Play until the ref’s whistle has 
been blown. 

 Away team must be able to provide an alternative jersey if needed. 
 All players on sideline must stay between the two sets of 20 yard markers – a 5-yard unsportsmanlike penalty 

will be assessed for violating this standard. 
 The league has an intentional grounding policy. Intentional grounding will be called if no receiver is in sight, 

player throwing the ball does not travel outside of the pocket (7 yards on either side of the center) to avoid a 
sack, or if ball travels out of bounds. Thrown footballs must reach the line of scrimmage in the direction of the 
would-be receiver. Balls that do not reach the line will result in a 5 yard penalty and loss of down (if a sack 
would have occurred as a result of an intentional grounding, the ball is placed back at the spot where the flag 
was pulled). 

 Two-on-one blocking is permitted only on an offensive play from the line of scrimmage back to the 
Quarterback. Any two-on-one blocking elsewhere on the field will result in a 5-yard spot penalty from that 
point.  

 In league play, there must be kick offs without questions. In tournament play, teams have the option whether 
they want to kick or not. Both teams must be in agreement. 

 

Coin Toss:   

  
 Every game will begin with all players from both teams gathering around the home sideline for a league prayer 

followed by any announcements the League Director or current games refs may have. At this time, both teams 
will receive their only warning about keeping their shirts tucked in and keeping their flag belts outside their 
shirts. All players from both teams must show the Referees the soles of their shoes to verify that no metal 
cleats are being worn.  Players arriving late with metal cleats or players changing their shoes during the game 
to metal cleats will automatically be ejected with a 2 game suspension, and with a player or team fine of $50. 

 Team Coaches or Captains must print off and fully complete their respective teams Minor Release forms, Code 
of Conduct forms and Team Release form at the start of each season. These forms are void after each season – 
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any player that is joining the team must be added or the Team Coach will be subject to a game suspension and 
fine. 

 Rosters are due to the League Director before the start of the teams’ third game. Failure to do so will result in 
a $35 team fine, forfeiture of any games played, and Team Coach suspension. 

 One captain from each team must be present. 
 Winner of coin toss may choose to do any of the following: 

 Defer / make choice at half time 

 Choose to receive the ball, or 

 Choose to kick ball / play defense. 
 The losing team after first half of play is not guaranteed the ball to start the second half, so please make sure 

of your decision. 
 Both teams have a maximum of 5 minutes to have at least 5 players ready to start a game once play has been 

deemed ready by the officials.  However, the game clock will be running and no time will be made up. Failure 
to present at least 5 players will result in team forfeiting the game regardless of reasoning and 20 points will 
be awarded to the other team. Teams may agree to play out the time with the refs officiating; however, the 
game will still stand as a forfeit. 
  

Kick offs:   
  

 Kicking team kicks off from their 40 yard line with receiving team waiting at the 50 yard line. 
 Onside kicks are legal: 

 Ball must travel 10 yards to be eligible for kicking team to recover.  

 Once ball is kicked, receiving team’s front four players can move past the 50 yard line. 

 If a ball hits or bounces off a person, the ball must be played as though it is a live ball until it hits 
the ground or the play is blown dead by the ref. 

 The kicking team must have possession of the ball to establish a successful onside kick. 

  If no clear possession is established, ball is credited to the receiving team where the ball travels 
out of bounds, or is blown dead by the ref.  

 Misplayed balls are blown dead by the ref at the spot where the ball first touched the ground. 

 Onside kicks may be advanced by either team in an attempt to score. 
 Receiving teams have two choices on balls kicked out of bounds: 

 Take it where it goes out if prior to 35 yard line, or at the 35 yard line if it goes out past the 35 
yard line,  

http://rds.yahoo.com/_ylt=A0WTb_pnys1I0BkAXfKjzbkF/SIG=12qjij1ui/EXP=1221532647/**http:/bokertov.typepad.com/btb/images/charlie_brown_lucy_football.jpg
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 A 5 yard penalty re-kick. If next kick goes out, the receiving team will be awarded the ball at the 
50 yard line, first down and 10 yards to achieve another first down.  

 Balls that are kicked into the end zone may be advanced outside of the end zone by the receiving team or 
downed with receiving team having possession at its own 20 yard line. Please note that this is a live ball that 
must be touched down or possessed by receiving team otherwise kicking team may take possession and 
advance the ball and/or score.  

 To begin the kickoff, receiving team must have four people aligned along the 50 yard line awaiting the kickoff. 
Failure to do so will result in a 5 yard penalty for delay of game. 

 If kicking team is off side, receiving team’s captains may choose to either add 5 yards to the end of the run, or 
administer a re-kick from the 35 yard line. If a kicking team kicks the ball out two consecutive times, the 
receiving team will be awarded the ball at the 50 yard line, first down and 10 yards to achieve another first 
down. 

 Scoring:    
  

1 Point                -     Kick/Drop Kick/Run/Pass from the 5 yard line      
- Try after return for score 
- One-on-one (try after kick only from the 5 yard line). Ball is placed on tee and kicked 

with no one else on the field.  
- Opposing team may not ice the kicker by calling timeout just prior to the kicking of the 

ball.  
 
 2 Points -     Safety, run/pass/kick/drop kick from 10 yard line  

- Try after return for score   
- One-on-one (try after kick only from the 10 yard line). Ball is placed on tee and kicked 

with no one else on the field.  
- Opposing team may not ice the kicker by calling timeout just prior to the kicking of the 

ball.  
  
 3 Points  -     Field goal, run/pass/kick/drop kick from 20 yard line  

- Try after return for score    
-  One-on-one (try after kick only from the 20 yard line). Ball is placed on tee and kicked 

with no one else on the field. Once ball is placed on tee, kicker has 15 seconds to kick 
it. Defending team is allowed one player to stand at the end zone line to await a short 
kick to be returned in the field of play for equal score. This procedure may be used on 
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field goals greater than 20 yards, however the defending team may return for 6 points 
rather than equal score. 

- Opposing team may not ice the kicker by calling timeout just prior to the kicking of the 
ball.  
 

6 Points  -     Touchdown 
 

20 Points   -     Points awarded for forfeit win  

 
MERCY RULE: If a team is 25 points or more behind without possession when the Referee announces the 
two-minute warning for the fourth quarter, the game shall be over. If a team scores during the last two 
minutes of the fourth quarter and that score creates a point differential of 25 or more points, the game 
shall end at that point. If a team is winning by 40 points at any point in the game, play will be stopped 
regardless of time left, and that team will win the game. 

Fumbles:   
  

Any ball that is fumbled during a down will be dead by rule once it has touched the ground. The ball will be 
marked at the site where the ball first touches the ground. If a ball carrier loses control of the ball, defensive 
team is entitled to gain possession by catching the ball before it touches the ground.  Offensive team may not 
intentionally fumble the ball forward in an attempt to advance the ball. In the event that a ball carrier loses 
control of the ball as a result of the defensive team trying to strip the ball away, a 15 yard unsportsmanlike 
penalty will be assessed.  

 

Bad Snaps:    
  

Any errant snap during a down will be dead by rule once it has touched the ground. Half or full game can end 
unless defensive team scores a safety as a result of play.  If a bad snap touches or goes through the end zone, 
a safety (2 points) is awarded. The team surrendering the safety must then punt or kick from their own 20 
yard line (free kick, no onside kick permitted). Even if the game clock has expired, the safety penalty kick must 
take place in all fairness to the defensive team. 
Bad snaps do not stop the clock when game reaches the 2 minute mark of the second and fourth quarter. 
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Safety:    

If a player carries the ball across the goal line they are defending and the ball becomes dead while in their 
team's possession, it is a safety. If a team commits a foul in the end zone where the spot of enforcement is 
designated as the spot of the foul, it will be declared a safety. A team recording a safety will receive two 
points.  

Two-on-One Blocking Zone:   
 
Two-on-one blocking is permitted only on an offensive play from the line of scrimmage back to the 
Quarterback. Any two-on-one blocking elsewhere on the field will result in a 5-yard spot penalty from that 
point.  

Offensive Rules:    

LINE OF SCRIMMAGE: The offensive team must have a minimum of 4 players set the line of scrimmage at the 
snap. Players in motion do not count as players on the line of scrimmage. Once the center has placed his 
hands on the ball no offensive player may enter the neutral zone. Following the ready for play whistle and 
until a legal snap, no defensive player may encroach, touch the ball, stand in, or in any other way interfere 
with the offensive team. Penalty - Dead Ball foul, encroachment, 5 yards from succeeding spot. Offensive team 
may decline the penalty and take the result of the play (known as free play for offense). In short distances, if a 
defender intentionally goes off side to award the offensive team a first down and long, the offense may 
decline the penalty. If this occurs again, a 10-yard penalty awarded to the offensive team (5-yard game delay 
and 5-yard encroachment added together). If a defensive player is upright and offensive player shoves him in 
the back because he got by him, a block in the back penalty will be called (if he is low when he goes by, no 
penalty will be called – ref’s discretion). 
 

BACKWARD PASSES AND FUMBLES: Any ball that is fumbled during a down will be dead by rule once it has 
touched the ground. A backward pass or fumble may be caught or intercepted by any player inbounds and 
advanced. Dropped backward passes are marked down at the spot where they touch the ground. A player may 
not intentionally throw a backward pass out of bounds to conserve time or to avoid being downed. This will be 

http://www.firstbasesports.com/football_glossary.html
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penalized as an Illegal pass: loss of 5 yards, loss of down and the clock will start on the ready for play. Once a 
ball has touched the ground the ball is considered dead. 
 

STIFF ARMING: Stiff arming is not allowed.  A 5-yard penalty from the spot of foul will be assessed. 
 

GUARDING THE FLAG BELT: Runners shall not flag guard by using any part of the body or ball to deny the 
opportunity for an opponent to pull or remove the flag belt. Flag guarding includes but is not limited to: 

 
· Swinging the hand or arm over the flag belt to prevent an opponent from de-flagging. 
· Placing the ball in possession over the flag belt to prevent an opponent from de-flagging. 
· Lowering the shoulders or head in such a manner that flag guards (will result in a 15 yard penalty). 

 
 Flinching or coming out of stance will result in a 5 yard penalty false start even if no cadence has been  
        called.     
 No blocking from knees down, or from shoulders up – 15 yard penalty   
 Center must place ball on ground. Flinching or jerking of ball will result in a 5 yard penalty. 
 2 players may block one player. Only on an offensive play from the line of scrimmage back to the Quarterback. 

Any blocking elsewhere on the field will result in a 5-yard spot penalty from that point.  
 All players are eligible receivers. 
 No blocking while ball is in the air on a forward pass – 10 yard penalty from line of scrimmage. However,  
        blocking on laterals while ball is in motion is legal.  Pick plays are not legal. 
 When balls are tipped, everyone has the right to possess the ball. Once tipped, pass interference is  
       conditional, excessive hit on any player will result in a 15 yard penalty. 
 Continuing to block a player out of bounds will result in a 15 yard penalty.   
 Players blasting a player that has obviously turned their attention down field to view play will result in a 15  
       yard penalty. If a score is the result of the play, yardage will be marked off on the kickoff. 
 Player is down when:   

 the Ref blows the whistle, 

 the flag is clearly pulled off the body of another player, 

 the ref has been notified by an offensive player that they are going to kneel      

 down to end the half, or completion of the game (ball carrier must kneel down    
    when ref has granted protection, otherwise defenders can treat as a regular down.     
    Failure to kneel down results in a 15 yard penalty), 

 If ball carrier is two hand touched, or flag is pulled when on the ground, 

 the ball touches the ground in an effort to maintain balance or achieve extra yardage,   
    while in possession of the ball carrier,  

 an inadvertent whistle occurs. Teams have the right to take the result of the play or ask    
    the official to replay the down if the game is altered from the inadvertent whistle. If   
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    under 2 minutes, the official time will be stopped until the refs sort out the situation   
    between the teams. 

 3 Point stances are legal. Once an offensive player is in this position, they must stay there until the ball is 
snapped. Failure to do so will result in a 5 yard penalty for false start. Offensive players are in defensive mode 
unless broken by that player’s false start. Defensive players may begin a play in a 3 point stance and come out 
of that to re-establish himself in a different position with no penalty given. 

 Only one foot in bounds is needed for legal catch or possession. Unless the would-be receiver is drilled/pushed 
out of bounds by an opposing player. 

 Offensive players may hold a defensive player at the line of scrimmage under the armpits in an attempt to 
block as long as he releases when the opposing player is making an effort to pull the flag or switch to the 
opposite direction. Holding a defensive player anywhere else will be considered offensive holding.  

 No holding or pushing off a defender for positioning past the line of scrimmage – 10 yard penalty from line of 
scrimmage.  

 One forward pass per down (even if behind the line of scrimmage) will result in a loss of down and a 5 yard 
penalty.  If the quarterback makes the throw that is passed the original line of scrimmage, a 5 yard penalty and 
loss of down will be assessed. 

 Center touch/tuck/run play has been banned by the league – 5-yard game delay will be marked off. 
 Ball carriers may leave their feet, go side to side, stretch ball out, or hurdle a would-be defender in an attempt 

to advance the ball. However, diving to advance the ball or to end a touchdown run in celebration will result in 
a 15 yard penalty.   

 It is the teams’ responsibility to retrieve their own footballs that leave the field of play. Any defensive player 
that turns their body or baits an offensive player into thinking that they are going to retrieve the ball for them, 
will result in a 15 yard unsportsmanlike penalty - no warnings.  As a courtesy to keep the game moving 
smoothly, the League is asking each teams last player crossing over the original line of scrimmage to please 
bring the orange line of scrimmage marker up as the play comes to an end.  

 No defensive player may encroach while the ball is being snapped, touch the ball, stand in, or in any other way 
interfere with the offensive team. Penalty - Dead Ball foul, encroachment, 5 yards from succeeding spot. 
Offensive team may decline the penalty and take the result of the play (known as free play for offense). In 
short distances, if a defender intentionally goes off side to award the offensive team a first down and long, the 
offense may decline the penalty. If this occurs again, a 10-yard penalty awarded to the offensive team (5-yard 
game delay and 5-yard encroachment added together). A defensive player may get back on his side of the ball 
if jumping off sides as long as he does not make contact with any offensive player, does not violate the 
center’s personal space, or if the ball is snapped while he is on the opposing team’s side of the ball. No 
taunting over the center. 

 Offensive false starts are immediately blown dead even if an interception occurs.  
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Defensive Rules:     

 OBSTRUCTING THE RUNNER: A defensive player shall not hold, grasp, or obstruct the forward progress of the 
runner when attempting to remove the flag belt. Referee will use his judgment when determining attempts 3 
inches above and below the flag belt, and whether or not it obstructed the runner. 

 Defensive players may hold an offensive player at the line of scrimmage under the armpits in an attempt to 
establish position as long as he releases when the opposing player is making an effort to go by him or switch 
to the opposite direction. Holding an offensive player anywhere else or if that player is having the ball thrown 
to him, this will be considered defensive pass interference or holding – ref’s discretion. 

 Defensive players cannot hold an offensive player other than under the armpits as mentioned above, to 
establish positioning.  If a foul occurs at the line of scrimmage a 10 yard penalty with an automatic first-down 
will be enforced. Any form of contact while the ball is in the air by a defensive player after 5 yards is 
considered a spot foul in addition to automatic first down. If the foul occurs anywhere beyond the line of 
scrimmage, penalty will be enforced at the spot of the foul, once again with an automatic first down.  

 Defensive players may stretch their hand out to feel for position of wide receiver while the ball is in the air as 
long as they do not push off from the receiver to establish position or interfere with the receiver’s ability to 
catch the ball. 

 Defensive players may break up a “would- be” pass by going up and over a “would-be” receiver as long as the 
receiver’s ability to catch the ball is not compromised (discrepancies – ref’s judgment). 

 If both defensive and offensive player’s feet get tangled up, or if both players are being aggressive of equal 
nature, no call will be administered. Defensive players may not faceguard an offensive player. A defensive 
player may not taunt an offensive player that is lined up in a 3-point stance or the center. 15 yard 
unsportsmanlike penalty will be assessed.   

 Roughing the passer of any sort will result in a 15 yard unsportsmanlike penalty. The penalty yardage can be 
added on to the result of the play or carried over to the kickoff. Defensive players do not hit the passers arm. 
Forward progress of one step momentum is all that will be granted.  In any game, any team player that 
commits a 2nd roughing the passer penalty (ref’s judgment) that player will be ejected from the game, and a 
$35 team fine will be enforced. 

 Intentionally pulling off a players flag will result in a 15 yard penalty.   
 Defensive players may not strip a ball carrier. A 15 yard unsportsmanlike penalty will be added to a run.   
 Defensive players may rush as many individuals as they want on any given down (exception – declared punt).  
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Punts:    
  

 On fourth down the Referee must ask the Offensive team if they want a protected scrimmage kick.  
 Once the offense has declared their choice, the Referee will inform the Defense of the offense's choice.  
 The only way the Offense can change their decision is to call a time-out, or if a foul occurs any time prior to or 

during the down and the down is to be replayed. In the later case the Offensive team will be asked if they 
want a protected scrimmage kick or not.  

 There are no restrictions to the number of players the defensive team must have on the line.  
 Defensive players MAY attempt to block the punt by jumping straight up in the air or by players that are lined 

up outside the orange pucks.  
 Only players lined outside the orange pucks may penetrate the line of scrimmage.  
 If a punt crosses the scrimmage line and touches a player from either team and then hits the ground, the ball 

is dead at that spot and belongs to the receiving team. One’s that go up in the air after touching a player may 
be possessed by either team and advanced in an effort to score. 

 Bad snaps are blown dead at the spot of first hitting the ground. 

 

Declared Punts:   
 

 Defensive players may not rush unless outside the orange pucks - a 15 yard unsportsmanlike penalty will be 
administered with an automatic first down. 

 The kicking team must have all of its players, except for the punter, on the line of scrimmage. The only kicking 
team players that may move until the ball is kicked must be lined up outside the free blocking zone.  

 Offensive players may not leave the line of scrimmage until the ball is kicked, unless outside the orange pucks. 
 The Defensive team must have four players on the line of scrimmage on a declared punt to begin a play – 

failure to do so will result in a 5 yard penalty. 
 Bad snaps are blown dead of first touching the ground. 
 Receiving team, in order to constitute a fair catch, must wave their hand up in the air side to side. Failure to do 

so will result in a 5 yard penalty. 
 Punting team must allow the receiving team a 2 yard halo to make the catch. Failure to do so will result in a 5 

yard penalty. 
 Punted balls that travel out of bounds will be marked at the first spot of going out of bounds. 
 On a declared punt, the offensive team must punt the ball.  
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 The punting team must have the punter be at least 2 yards behind the center and 7 yards from the sideline. 
Failure to do so will result in a 5 yard penalty. 

 Punter can give up a safety by throwing/kicking the ball back into own end zone, but must administer a punt 
on a rewarded safety. 

 There are no onside punts.  The ball is downed at first touching of kicking team unless first touched by the 
receiving team. 

 The balls on the field will be kicked unless punting team hands the ref another ball to be punted. 
 Punts that travel into the end zone must be either downed by the punting team or advanced into the field of 

play by the receiving team in an effort to score. 
 Drop kicks are legal. 

Field Goals:   
  

 The teams need inform the refs whether they are going to declare a kick (protection and procedures are 
applied) or a no-declare (treated as a regular offensive/defensive down). 

 A no-declare are treated like normal offensive/defensive plays with a free rush. Holder must be at least 5 
yards back from the center. If contact occurs, there will be no foul to defensive team as protection will waived. 
Offensive team, though lined up in a would-be kicking style, may elect to run past or kick the ball at their 
discretion.  

 On declared kicks, the kicking team must have all players with the exception of the holder and kicker, lined up 
toe to toe. 

 The defensive team may not rush the center guard gap (between the orange pucks) or a 15 yard 
unsportsmanlike penalty will be administered with an automatic first down. 

 Teams may elect to kick on any down in the event of a bad snap. If a bad snap occurs on 4th down, the ball is 
considered turned over on downs to the opposing team at the spot where the ball touches the ground.   

 Blocked kicks are live unless hitting the ground. 
 Short kicks are returnable by defensive team if caught in the air.  
 Missed kicks are marked from the spot of the actual kick, not from the line of scrimmage where the ball was 

snapped from. 
 No standing on each other in an effort to block a kick. A 15 yard unsportsmanlike penalty will be administered. 
 Field goals will be snapped from the middle of the field unless asked to be moved.  
 One-on-one (field goal try kick only from distances 20 yards or greater). Ball is placed on tee and kicked with 

no one else on the field, no calling timeout just prior to the kicking of the ball. Once ball is placed on tee, 
kicker has 15 seconds to kick it. Defending team is allowed one player to stand at the end zone line to await a 
short kick to be returned, however the defending team may return for 6 points rather than equal score. 

 Field goals that hit the posts are not allowed to be advanced. 
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 It is the kicking team’s responsibility to retrieve their own balls. 
 Drop kicks are legal. 

 

Try After Touchdown Kicks:   
 

 On kicking efforts after a touchdown, the game clock will be stopped to allow for point try. The kicker has 30 
seconds to kick the ball before a delay of game enforcement. There will be an official with the game clock and 
another official with the kicking clock to monitor. On the preceding kickoff, the kicking team has one minute to 
be lined up and ready to kick off. 

 Kicking efforts following touchdowns can be returned by the defensive team for equal point total of what the 
offensive team was attempting if blocked or caught in the air 

 Blocked kicks are live unless hitting the ground. 
 Short kicks are returnable by defensive team if caught in the air.  
 No standing on each other in an effort to block a kick. A 15 yard unsportsmanlike penalty will be administered. 

Penalty yardage may be carried over to the kickoff. 
 A no-declare are treated like normal offensive/defensive plays with a free rush. Holder must be at least 5 

yards back from the center. If contact occurs, there will be no foul to defensive team as protection will waived.  
Offensive team, though lined up in a would-be kicking style, may elect to run past or kick the ball at their 
discretion.  

 On declared kicks, the kicking team must have all players with the exception of the holder and kicker, lined up 
toe to toe. 

 Running into a kicker or the leg of a kicker, even if done involuntary, will result in a 5 yard penalty (if an 
offensive player blocks a defensive player into the kicker, no foul will be called). 

 Roughing a kicker, or leg of a kicker will constitute a 15 yard unsportsmanlike penalty. Automatic first down 
will be administered. 

 On a roughing the kicker play, kicking team may elect to accept the score and add the penalty yardage onto 
the following kickoff. 

 Drop kicks are legal. 

 

Overtime:    

  

 A coin will be tossed to establish which team will have control over the direction of the ball. 
 Each team will begin the overtime session at their opponent’s 20 yard line. 
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  Offensive team has 4 plays in which to achieve a score.  
 Teams may elect to run pass or kick in an effort to score. 
 If the offensive team does not score, play is turned over to the opposing team’s offense. 
 If an interception is thrown by the offensive team, the opposing team has an equal opportunity to return for a 

score. 
 Missed field goals or failure to score will result in turning the ball over to the opposing team. 
 The procedure will repeat itself with the teams switching order of who possesses the ball in each overtime 

session. 
 There must be a winner – there are no ties. 

  

Fines and Ejections:  

  

Any player that gets ejected from a game will be subject to a $35 fine, $50 fine, or a $75 fine before that 
player is allowed to play another game. In the event that the ejected player elects not to return, the team 
will be responsible to pay the fine prior to the next game even if reason for ejection occurred during a 
playoff.   The player may also risk a permanent ban from the league. 
  
These rules have been established to ensure ongoing sportsmanlike spirit in every game.  
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